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HARMONIZATION OF THE TURKL~Il DEPOSIT INSURANCE 
SYSTEM WITH THE EU DIRECTIVE" 
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Abstract: 

The core obJective of this anicle is to evaluate the harmonization level of 
the Turkish deposit ins11mnce system with the EU Directive, Morenvcr, the 
article presents a lmef hisroricfd framework and the existlng structure of 
the deposit insurance system fn Turkey. The results indicate that although 
the Turkish system has achieved a high level of harmonization with the EU 
Directive, it will require cme majur adjustment about the reimbursement 
period for the insured deposits in order ro comply with the a~rrent EU 
Directi;,•e. Furthermore, this article argues the need for updating the 1994 
EU Directive on deposit insurance. In particular, the coverage limit for 
depo.5it insurance needs to be reconsidered and revised. Finally, the 
organizatiotUJ.i srructure and funding of the system requires standanifzation 
across the EU. 
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(:llh;>mamn sonU(lan giisrermipir ki, Tiirk(ve'def.;i sL~tem, ,4B Dird.tifiyle 
btiyiik iil~·iide U}Um irindt:dir. Bunun!a birlikte T iirkiye 'dcki 1isft!rn i;;;in 
yap1fmast ;'J.nerilen 1ek degi~iklik, mevduat .sigortas: kapsmmndaki 
mevdu,.Jt{onn y,fandart bir prosetliir (CTfevesfnde sistomuik olarai mevduar 
s.;!tiplerine geri mientr.esi .Jeklindedir Bu mQkate nynca 94/l9lf:.:C Avrupa 
Parlementos11 Komey D£rektifinin r~vi:::e edilme~·ini Onermektcdir. O::ellikle, 
rnmrn4 mevduat si8,;rtmt kapsammdaki mevduar limiil rekrar g!J:,dcn 
gn;iri!meli ve reri:.e ediimdid!r. Son vlomk, .4B iiikeleri arasuula wsarrqf 
mevdnat sigorta fonumm organizasyon yap1s1 t'e finmwnaruy!a ilgtfi hir 
stan dan oln~·fllmimasr (inerffnu.'ktedi r. 

Anahtar Kelimeler: A.fevduat Sigorf{)_Sf, Tiirk Mevduat SiRor/11 Si.stemi, 
AB Merduar Sigm1a Y/inerge, Finanwl ili;:mt'!ler Se~iiJrii. 

Introduction 

The objectives of the Europenn Union (Et:} have become ever more 
complex t::ompared to those at che time of its e>tablishment in the 1950s. 
The integration process c>f rhe six countries', which was started as a 
common policy for onty coal and steel industries in 1951, has turned lmo an 
economic and a mQnetary union. The expansion of EU from six to twenty 
five members verifies rhe r.eed for new regulations and directive,~ in order to 
:levelop the single integrated market 

Turkey has to adopt its national laws to EU acquis communautair.:
·Jefore becoming a full rnembt•r. Turkey has been an associate member of 
EU since 1963 ant! a candidAt<: since 1999. ln De..:emb.:-r 2004, an important 
progress has been achieved in the membership pwcess. EU approved that 
Turkey ht~d fulfilled CofX!nhagen political criteria and negoti<~tiom, for the 
full membership started in October 2005. 

The financial service sector is one of the area<: that the EU aims to 
e<;tabhsh as an intcgmted market The basis of the banking policy of the EU 
is the m'Jtual recognitiDn prindple.1 As a result, all candidate countries are 
obliged to adort all the EU banking dirrctives before their full membcr~hip, 

I Belgium. Wesr Gernany, r:-ance, Lu;;cnbourg.ltaly and !he ~etherl;;m.b. 
1 A Ecensed cre:Cit institt;.tion has the righ1 to operatc and to provide o.ervi-ccs ir any 
memt:er country wit.'loLt any fnrther legal requirements.. 
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it would be e<;sential fOr each candidate country to find out the mismatching 
issueh;; in their system with the EU directives. This article will focus on the 
EU Directive on depmat msurance (the Directive 94/19/EC of 30 May 1994) 
and analyse the Turkish system from this perspective. 

The purpose of this article is to identify the current hannonization level 
of the Turkish deposit insurance $ystem with. the EO Directive and to 
illustrate the parts thJt require revision, Another focus of this article is to 
identify neglected issues and the shortcomings of the EU Directive on 
deposit insurance. The article aims to find out whether a revision of the 
existing deposit insura.nce Directive would be useful since the continuous 
integration process of the EU is enforcing new requirements. 

In the fi~t section a brief revlcw about the main objectives of deposit 
insurance will be explained. In the- following section. a review of the
fundamentals of the EU Dinx:tive on deposit insurance will be discussed. 
Furthennore, the Turkish system will be evaluated under this framewo-rk. In 
the third section other important issues, which the EU Directive fails to 
elaborate on will be mentioned. The final section presents conclusions, 

Objectives of Deposit Insurance 

By definition, a -deposit insurance system is the guarantee given to the 
deposit holders in case of any bank failure. It was first introduced in the US, 
after several bank failures duting 1929-1933, aiming to protect small 
deposit holders and to prevent systemic risk.' When the first ever deposit 
insurance system was introduced in the US in 193"3, its coverage limit was 
set as $2,500. Thus, the protection of small depositors was one of the 
fundamental objectives of the deposit insurance system (Heffernan, 2005). 

Deposit insurance has a social motive of protecting vulnerable people 
like widows and orphans. The regulators aim to protect them not only 
because they have poor ~landards of living but al~o they arc unlikely to be 
ab)e to understand infonnation about their bank's risk. 1n general, small 
depositors lack the knowledge and the ability to evaluate the soundness of 
banks. Even if they possess such skills. the cost of obtaining the necessary 
data, makes the evaluation almost impossible. Since most of the 
governments and regu[ators are aware of the small depositors' weaknesses 

3 S-ystemic risk is the risk that a bank foilure will cause a chain of events, !endmg to 
collapse of the banking sysh.~m. 
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in information gathering and evaluation sktlls, many countrie<; introduced 
deposit insumnce systems, to maintain the trustworthines:. of the tunking 
system on the part of small depo;;it holders. 

As banks are intermedi;uies between lenders and bonowers, their ~ound 
financial position ts of great importance for economic stability. The purpose 
of deposit im;ufance system h not only to pr(lttct depo~itors from losing 
thei1 deposits but a;so to prevent sudden and continuous withdrawals that 
can spread to the whole banking :systenL Bank failures can lead to ser:0us 
financial stahihty problems sinc:e banks arc the core intcnnediarie;: for 
cum~ncy cir::uLuion_ The linkag::- amtJng tank:-; grov.--;; ..::ominuow;.Jy as 
interbank foan markers and money transmission ..;y~tem' are becornwg ever 
more complex. As a result, rh1s makes the banking system more vulnerable 
to contagiun effects as it increases the correlated risk of the banks. 

Although deposit insurance systems are criticized for creating ·moral 
hiflJrdd in stable fin,mcial systems; in ca:-.e of bank failure\. their necessity 
and dispensability is. accepteJ since the possible systemic crisis in manv 
countries, such as Argentine, Chile and Turkey. are prevented with the helP 
of depo:nt msuran::c scher::es !Fry, 1995). 

EU Directive on Deposit Insurance 

The EC Dire-<:tivc on deposit guarantee schemes was accepted in 1994. 
The Directive is u framework for the completion of :1 ~ingle- banking 
standard by harmonizing the member states' systcm5 at minimt:m~. The 
deposit msur.mc~ sy:>tem uii indicated in 1he EU Directive comprises of a 
scheme in each country to he governed by a national in:.titut;on rather r:tan -a 
supranational system_ The Directive can be summarized m<:~inly under four 
headings. 

Coverage Limit in the EU Directive 

The minimum coverage limit introduced by the L:C Directive b elther 
€20.000 or 90% of the guaran~eed amount The EU Directive al."'' g_ives the 
righ1 to exerci')e co-insurance option. Thereby ali depo.~itor~ even the one& 

~ 11oral hamrd occur:-,, as depo~il holders will h;ne the tendency to 1gnore the risk 
but tnaxi:-:mze retun:s <h they JJC undc1 ;he deposit in..;cr;_m.:e \cht'Hll'. A~ 2 re.>ult 
managers will engage in high mk: busincs>e;: t<:r higher retums as br a<- depo~i• 
in$ufar:ce JCl$ as .1 ri.~J.; sh1cid for t!epo~itor:< 
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having less than €20,000 are exposed to lose their deposits up to 10%. 
Although the co-insurance option is a useful tool to increase the risk 
awareness of the depositors, the theoretical background of co-insurance 
percentage in the EU Directive is not clear. 

Moreover the EU Directive does not clearly define what the coverage 
limit would be under unexpected circumstances such as, if two banks fail at 
a time. Although the intention is to apply the €20,000 per depositor per 
institution, the EU Directive is not clear about the issue as well. 

Furthe1more, it can be argued that setting a single coverage limit for all 
member countries may not be the best practice especially if the countries' 
economic standards are very different. For instance, Luxembourg and 
Greece apply €20,000 as the deposit coverage limit although per capita 
GDP5 in Luxembourg is three times higher than in Greece. For this reason, 
IMF suggests countries to apply a deposit insurance coverage limit equal to 
one to two times of their per capita GDP. Since the per capita GDP in 
Luxembourg is around €45,000, the €20,000 coverage limit may not be 
proper to protect all the small depositors in the country. On the other hand, 
€20,000 coverage limit is high for countries having lower levels of per 
capita GDP such as the case in most of the new member countries. In these 
countries, banking sector may lose competitiveness compared to the former 
members since premium payments are charged from the insured deposits. 
Therefore, with reference to IMF, it seems that a single deposit insurance 
limit for all EU countries does not seem as a good solution (Garcia, 1999). 
Besides, high level of coverage limit is not desirable as it distorts market 
discipline (Kunt-Demirguc& Huizanga, 1999). 

The EU Directive on deposit insurance excludes interbank deposits, 
subordinated debt and money laundering transactions from the coverage. 
Moreover deposits by financial institutions, insurance undertakings, 
governmental authorities, pension funds, credit institutions management and 
other companies in the same group can be excluded or granted a lower level 
of deposit insurance coverage depending on the member states' decision. 
Additionally, member states have the right to exclude currencies other than 
f-: or currencies of the member states from the deposit insurance scheme. As 
a result, rather than a standardized deposit insurance system, a mixture of 
various applications arises within EU. 

5 Per capita GOP is purchasing power parity adjusted. 

··~~~--------
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The HomeMHost Country Branches 

The EtJ Directive on deposit insumnce is based on mutual recognition 
principle (Tison, 1999). Mutual recognirion principle implies that a licensed 
credit wstltution from a member country (:an operate in all other member 
states without any additional requirement. Thercfme, in the case of deposit 
insurance. horne country's coverage limit is binding for the branches in 
other host member countries. HDWC\'Cr some: limitations to lhe mutual 
recognition principal have been imposed to prevent competition regarding 
the different deposit insurance limits between credit institutions of member 
states, For in:-.tance, de-por.it coverage ilmit of a foreign branch in a host 
country cannot exceed the c0verage limits of that host country's local banks. 
On lhe other hand, a foreign branch has the right t~) upgrade its coverage 
limit in a host country if its home rountry's coverOJgc '"lower thtm the host 
cou:1try's. Moreover, all branche5 established in the EU countries even 
though. their home coumry is not an EU member, must join the host 
cou:~:try's dcptJ&it guarantee scheme. Si:.ce EU aims to achieve a single 
mark~t. the borders between member countries should not be restricttvf' for 
the free movement of services. The home-host cou::try principle of the EU 
Dircdvc on deposit insurance is con,;,idered as a proper arrangement for the 
integration process. 

Membership to the System in EU Directive 

The EU Directive requ'n-es compulsory membership for the deposit 
guarantee scheme. However a member sta~e has the right to exempt a .::redit 
institution from the deposit insurance cover<:~ge system tf that intermediary 
ensures ::.ufficient protection fOf its depo~>.itors. Under those circumstances. 
the depo.-;it guarantee scheme should at ieast be equal to tha.t of the 
country's deposit insurance system. Furthermore any bank that fails to meet 
it.'> obligations regarding the deposit insurance scheme can be penalized or 
even exduded from !he syhtem. The exdudcd institution can continue to 
accept deposits if 1t .generates an alternative guarantee S('heme for its 
depositQrS. Most of Ute EU countries pr,;fer ro have .a compulsory 
membership ju<:it like the EO Directive offered. Actually, some of the EO 
countries such as Germany and Ir..aly h:tve more than one deposit insurance 
system for different kind of banks. Sine..: the EU Directive did not make any 
limitations about the number of the deposit in:>umnce scheme, different 
countries have diffcrmt applicatiom;. 
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Insured Deposit Payments in Case of Failure 

The deposit insurance system has to pay the insured amount of deposits 
if the credit institution has failed to do so. Although the deposit insurance 
scheme must be in position to make the compensation payments within 
three months, the payment process can be extended up to twelve months 
under exceptional circumstances. The payment schedule suggested by the 
EU Directive cannot be evaluated as an ideal practice as far as the 
protection of vulnerable depositors is considered. A FDIC (Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation} survey reported that all of the EU countries that took 
part in the survey are actually paying back the insured deposits within three 
months. On the contrary, a World Bank study points out that the payment in 
some cases can be extended up to nine months. On the other hand, the US 
and some of the EU countries such as Germany and Italy are the good 
examples of immediate payers for insured deposits (Kaufman & Seelig, 
2002). 

Turkish Deposit Insurance System 

Deposit insurance system has seventy-two years of background in 
Turkey. The initial insurance system, which was set up in 1933 (Deposits 
Protection Law 2243}, was a protection for the reserve requirements in the 
Central Bank of Turkey (CBRT}. In 1936, the deposit insurance system was 
introduced as a coverage limit of 40% per depositor for the savings deposits. 

Even though the deposit insurance coverage limit was introduced in 
1930s, the introduction of the premium system, which would fund the 
insured deposits, was not established until 1960. The establishment of the 
"Banks Liquidation Fund" and the premium payment system were both 
introduced in 1960 (Banks Act Nr 153). All banks automatically became 
members of the deposit insurance system. 

The legal formation of the current deposit insurance system, 'Savings 
Deposit Insurance Fund' (SDIF) was introduced in 1983(Law on banks Nr 
70). In the same year, the CBRT was chosen as the governor and the 
representative of the system. In 1994, the responsibility area of SDIF was 
widened. Aside from its funding function, SDIF was charged for 
restructuring and strengthening of the banking sector. The responsibility 
area of the SDIF is not only collecting premiums from banks but also 
overtaking the management of the b,anks, which can hann the soundness of 
the banking sector. 
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In 1999, imponant stniCtural changes have been undertaken once more 
in the SDIF Banking: Regulation and Supervh;ion Agency (BRSA) was 
established as a pub;ic legal er.tity and the representation of the SDIF was 
gi.,en ro BRSA. The administrative and the n:presenwtlve body of the SDIF 
were changed from CBRT to BRSA At the end of 2003, SDIF was 
8epatated from the BRSA and the board of the SDIF w~ts charged as the 
deci!1!on makini.! body of the fnud (Altmok & i1sew~, 2004). 

Coverage Limit in the Turkish System 

The curre::r deposit msur;mce covc:-::tgc lhm~ in Turkey, which is 
inlrcxluveJ 10 July 2004, j~-, YTL 50 thousund~-, iapprox. f28,250) per accouet 
oer institution. However for dJ?posirtor.s ha\ ing more than {llle account in an 
institution, the .:tccount" are aggregated aml considered as a single account. 
On the other hand. a person can have a full deposit in<;,urance coverage as 
fur as. heishe spWs his/her total deposit nmong banh. each accoum being 
equal to YTL 50 thou.,;and,;. Although the coverage l1mh:: io Turkey is 
consisrem to the EU standards, the coverage is high compared to the 
country's per capita GOP 
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All saving accounts; of natural people (native or foreign) in the form of 
YTL, gold and foreign currency are under the coverage of deposit insurance 
system in Turkey. Not only the interbank. subordinated debt or money
laundering transactions but also all other kind of deposits other than owned 
by natural people are not insured. The only difference between the EU 
Directive and the Turkish implication is the insurance provided for foreign 
currency accounts. The EU Directive gives right to exclude foreign currency 
savings from the coverage while the Turkish system includes all foreign 
currency deposits. 

The basic framework of the Turkish deposit insurance system is as 
mentioned above, however, it has been observed that under certain 
circumstances, the actual practice varied significantly. As an example, even 
though deposit insurance system in Turkey is designed to pay only the 
insured amount of savings deposits, the recent banking crisis in Turkey was 
a totally different experience. The recent banking crisis was managed by the 
take-overs of the twenty-one troubled hanks by SDIF from 1997 to 2003. 
Although the deposit insurance coverage was limited when most of those 
banks were failcd 7

, government announced to fulfil all domestic and foreign 
obligations of those banks. Total liability burden of those banks were $32 
billion from which $26 billion was deposit accounts. Besides, total burden 
could be as low as $16.8 billion8 if the deposit insurance in force has been 
executed (BRSA a, 2003). 

As a consequence of bank failures, required cash to restructure and pay 
back all the liabilities of thm.e banks was enormously higher than the annual 
premium payments of banks to SDIF9 (SDIF b, 2004). The main source of 
SDIF became the borrowing from the treasury. SDIF used the debt not only 
to pay the deposits but also to restructure the financial situation of the 
undertaken hanks. After strengthening the financial structure of the failed 
banks, the institution tried to organize mergers and acquisitions. If there was 
no chance for a merger or acquisition, the institution took control of the 
liquidation process. 

Full coverage for .~a,.mg deposits WOJS introduced in July 200:- just before 
Irnarbank's license revocation. 
k The figure~ exclude Imo:.trhak ca~e. 
9 SDIF annual income from premium payment i~ around S350 million. 
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The- past expericnces show that none of the depo".itors of the failed banks 
suffered losses In Turkey even though the deposit insurance coverage was 
limited at the rime of failures. SDIF took over aU deposit accounts and paid 
them by borrowing from treasury. As li result. all taxpayers in the countrv 
paid the liabilitie~ of those failed banks. The depositors, who were relucta~t 
to monitor the risk of those banks, have. just enjtlyed the higher levels of 
interest rates until ihe failures occurred. On the other hand aU other 
dom(>.stic and foreign obligations of those banks were ai~to repaid by SDIF 
(BRSA b, 2004). Probably the reason behind thot.e payments regarding the 
foreign lo,-ms was to keep the trust of Turkish banking sector in the eye of 
foreign investors. This point of view ha~ a basis when fmure borrowing of 
the exJsting banks is considered. However. full compensation of the deposit 
uccoums is viewed as unfair on the part of taxpayers since. the risk of rlle 
failed banks was already refl<Xted in the high interest rates that they offered. 

Home~ Host Country Branches in Turkey 

The Turki~h deposit inscrance system covers aH local bank branches 
including tQre-ign banks operating in Turkey. However none of the saving 
accounts in offshore branches of lhe Turkish ba:-~ks or any offshore branches 
located in Turkey are under dcp<nit coverage. Turkish system has nothing 
contrary to the EU Directive since the Directive also excludes deposits in 
offshore bank branches. 

Membership to tbe System 

In Turkey only bank;, and private finance houses''l have the right to 
collect deposits. All banks are obliged to be a member to the deposit 
insurance system while private finance house$ have their own deposit 
insurance s;t)tem, which i& also co-mpulsory, The union of private finance 
houses i> responsible to guarantee ptofit and IO!:,s acwunt.s (deposit<;} with 
it; guarantee fund. The Banking Regulation and Su{Xrvismy Agency 
mooito~ the privnte finnncc hou~>es' system and the requireme-nts for tbe 
private finance hou~es are the same as the- banks' (UPFH). 

10Private finance houses uc operating ill arcord.m.:c wl!h the Ba11k:ng Law and the 
deposit acccunt~ b tb'::.C inslitutwns arc called profit and loss ~Ct:tJunts" There ;;.re 
currently five privrue finar:ce houses operating in Turkey and thdr dep011il accounts 
a:e approximately 3 percen: of tne tolal deposit~ in Turkfy. 
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Deposit Payments in Case- of Failure 

Deposit insurance system has to pay the insured amount of deposits if a 
bank fails. The payment s .. ·hedule does not have a -.:tandard timing process 
and each failure is handled separately. In case of the latest bank f:dure, 
Imarbank, deposits are started to be prud six months after the licence of the 
bank obwgatcO. The deposit payments are handled by the deposit insurance 
system through a public b:mk. The deposits were announced to be repaid 
within a three and a half yeurs period. The deposit accounts less or equal to 
€5.650 are paid six months after the liquidation process. Whereas the 
amount of deposits more than €5,650 are tram;fonr..ed into time deposits in 
the public bank and were scheduled to be paid at the end of their maturiues. 
Moreover, the duration of the time deposits varies three months to three 
years depending on the- size of the account (Zirant, 2004t 

Although the payment process of the Turkish ~ystem functioned slower 
than the EU average, it is believed that the high frequency of bank defmllts 
and their considerable burden on the system was not easy to deal with in a 
shorter period. 

The compari:-.en of the two systems illustrates: that the current Turki:;,h 
deposit insurance system is quite compatible with the EU Directive. The 
main difference is the timing of payments in case of a failure. The EU 
Directive sers a: time limit of up to twelve months for the payment process 
while in the Turkish system there is no predetermined payment schedule" 

Neglected Issues about Deposit Insurance in the EU Directive 

Since the EU Directive does not impose any requirem~nts regarding the 
organizational and the tinandal structure of the dep•1sit insurance system, 
various differentiated methods are implemented by the member countries. 
The objective of tbis sectton is to clarify whether an ideal organizational and 
financial structure exist for deposit insurers and to determine whether the 
EU Directive could be more prescriptive In this regard in order to foster a 
stable and efficient banktng system in the EU. 

Organizational Structure 

The current Elf Directive on deposit insurance does not clearly define 
the lega! framework of the system. Each EU country i~ independent to . 
administer the- system by a l~gal entity qf its choice either functioning under 
an existing authority (eg; Central Bank}" or as a separate legal entity, 
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Many smaller countries prefer to exercise the deposit Insurance function 
as a department of a central bank or a publicly owned supervikOry authority 
(Garcia, 1999). The main advantage of a publicly owned scheme is the 
perception of guar2.ntee associated with the stare ownership (Ou!yamov 
2002). Additionally, having a deposit insurance system under an existing 
entity would save time and personnel e;.;.penses when controlling the bank 
activities. 

On the other hand. f:mdioniog a::; a department of a <.-entral bank or a 
supervisory authority has serious disadv<JnL'lges for the deposit insurance 
system as well. One of the main dr::;.wbacks is the conflkting obje...:tives of 
the existing tmtity and its deposit insurance function. For instance, CB 
would prefer to provide liquidity to a troubled bank as a lender of last resort 
and at the same time prefer to pay :1ll insured deposits and liquidate the bank 
under its deposit insurance function, In other words, an existing public 
emity may have difficulties m balancing it<~ depom insuron;;e function with 
its existing responsibilities (FDIC), 

The other alternative on the contrary is to design the deposit in.sura.'1ce 
system as a separate legal entity, In this ca'ie, the management of the legal 
entity can either be public, private or joined, The separate legal entity 
usuaHy has its board of directors to control the management of the system. 
In publicly managed systems. the board of directon; is responsible to the 
legis.}ature whereas in privately or jointly administered legal entities, the 
ff'sponsibility is both to the member institutions and to the legislature 
(FDIC). Establishing a separate legal ent!ry not ;;mly eliminate~ the 
disadvantages arlslng as u result of the conflicting objectives but also 
mitigate1'. the pressures that could harm the independency of the system. 

In EU, urgnnlzational structure of the deposit insurance systems varies 
among countries. The deposit insurance system in the United Kingdom is an 
example of a lleparate legal entity, while in the Netherlands the system is 
directly administered by the central bank (BIS 1998). 

The core critedon for the management of"' deposit insurance system is 
its mdcpendem:e. A healthy functJoning dcci<>ion-making body should nor 
be influenced through political or indu~rrial pressures. A separate legal 
entity with an independent man£lgcment seems ItS the common view for 
sound govern1:1nce. However there is no consensus on the ownership of the 
sepilrctte legal entity. One \'leW supports rhe publicly owned :-..ystcm as it 

-----
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considers the importance of the social protection, while the contrary view 
believes that banks should he capable of managing the.ir own system 
(Faulend & Kraft, 2005}. Meanwhile, the empJrical study of Demirguc~Kunt 
and Huizinga (1999) shows that joint and privately managed entities have a 
positive effect on the market discipline. As a conclusion, establishment of a 
separate legal entity with private participation seems to be a suitable 
alternative for the harmonization of the EU countries' deposit insurance 
organizational structures. 

Financing the System 

Flmdlng the deposit insurance system 1s another important issue that the 
current Et: Directive. does not elaborate on. Although the EU Directive 
enforced countries for a compulsory membership to the system, it was 
reluctant to specify the funding procedures. As a result, aU EU countries 
acted separately in the formation of the funding process. 

One of the key tssues related \vith the financing i~; the establishment of a 
permanent fund, which is known as 'ex ·ante funding'. Existence of .a fund 
fastens the payment process in case of a failure. Additionally, l;leif-suffident 
funds will not cause an:y unexpected disbursement neither to banks nor LO 

the governments. Another benefit of the ex-ante funding is the rising 
motivation of the banks to monitor the banking system since they fire 
permanently paying premiums (Ketcha, 1999). Although most of the EU 
countries and Turkey implement ex-ante systems, some member countries 
like the Netherlands, Italy, LuxemOOurg and Austria have the 'ex~post 

system' (Faulend & Kraft, 2005). Under the ex-post system, banks are not 
obliged to pay any premiums until a failure occurs. Therefore ex-post 
systems are considered to be suitable for countries havJng stable banking 
systems. However even for stable banking systems. any unexpected bank 
failure cun weaken the payment ability nf the survival banks and may result 
inability to pay back Lhe lfi!.,ured deposits. Moreover ex·post system crumot 
he regarded as fair sin.:e surviving banks are the source of finance most of 
the time and the failed bank does not contribute to the funding at all (BIS, 
2001). Therefore it is believed that h.armMizlng the funding systems of the 
EU countries on an ex~ante basis and supporting them with ex-post system 
in case of severe failure would be the best practice. 

Another critical i.-;sue regarding the financial structure of deposit 
insurance is the source of funding. The I'nain source of a deposit insurance 
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system is. the premiums paid by the members. There are two premiun 
payment merhods namely flat and risk-related premiums. The fiat rate is tht 
simple method for assessing premium umo1Jnts in which all banks hav1 
s:.anda~d contributions to the fund reg:'lrdless of their risk profile. The risk 
relnted premium on the other hand, is more difficult to calculate bm mon 
precise as it considers the risk levels of !he hanks. Moreo\'er, empniea 
evidence indicates that the risk-related premium is more effective tu curl 
the moral hazard problem and to stimulate banks to monitor their ris\ 
p0'>ition (Zadeh. Xie & Zoli, 2002). Althoug,.'> risk-related premiums an 
regulatory i:J. general, in case of an cronomk dmmturn, riskier bank.-: can b. 
negatively affected as a :result of thejr high levels of premium payment: 
tKetcha, 1999). However risk-related premium payments seem, to be a fai• 
<Wlmion since riskier banks may be in need of the contributed fund:> mon 
than the otlters as their probability 10 default is higher. 

Ri~'>k-relatcd premium sysrem is used in most of the EU ._·ountries and ir 
Turkey. The Ell ~·ountries have various rhk rdated premiums where tht 
average premium differs from 0.02% to 0.8% (Tison, 1999). The premiun
ratios in Turkey have minimum base ta.tio of 0.150( on in~urt:.d amount 01 

deposits was announced for all banks 11
• However, higher premiums up tc 

0.2% are applicable for the riskier banks depending on the bank's. capita: 
adequacy ratios. The base ratio is applicable for the banks that have capita: 
adequacy ratio of 12% or higher, The banks that huve: 8%-12% capita: 
adequacy ratio, pay a totnl of 0.17% premium. The rest of the hanks havin~ 
less than 8% capital adc.quacy ratio, are not only paying the base amoum 
0.15% but also paying additional 0.05% premium {BRSA c, 2004). 111f 
fundament::~! differences between member countries are the upper and tr.c 
lower premium limib assigned for the banks and the methods for risk 
calculation. Therefore, combining the risk-related premium <Jyster.:>s of the 
EU countries would be a funher step for the standardization. In hrief, the 
EU Directive would be more comprehensive if the harmonization of the 
fundJng standards for the deposit insurance is also achieved. 

Conclusion 

The main contribution cf this article is the comparison of the Turk_i'5b 
depnsjt insuranct' system with the EU Deposit Insurance Directive. Arising 

L Until 30.09.2(104 premium amounts were culculate.d depending on total savmp: 
deposits. rather than on the insured amount of the saving~ deposit 
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from this analysis the article raises questions about the need for updating of 
the EU Directive itself. 

This article identifies one major amendment required for the Turkish 
deposit insurance system to achieve harmonization with the EU Directive. 
The suggested improvement for the Turkish system is on reducing the 
reimbursement period for the insured deposits in case of a bank failure. 
Compared to the EU Directive, the Turkish system has an unpredictable 
length for the reimbursement period. The EU Directive stipulates that 
payouts to depositors must be made within three months, however 
extensions to this are permissible up to a maximum period of twelve 
months. The twelve months payment period is not acceptable since 
vulnerable depositors might have no access to banking facilities for long 
periods. Therefore it is argued that an ideal payment process would pay the 
insured deposits in less than one month whatever the exceptional 
circumstances might be. 

As a conclusion, the revision in the reimbursement period will make the 
Turkish deposit insurance system as comprehensive as the EU Directive. 
The below table illustrates the current harmonization level of the Turkish 
system with the EU Directive. 

STANDARDS EU Directive Turkey 

Coverage Min. € 20,000 YTL 50,000 

Co-insurance Optional up to 10% NONE 

Ex licit YES YES 

Membership Compulsory Compulsory 

Average time to pay Max 12 months Not defined 

Management Not defined LE 12
, Public 

Risk Adjusted Premium Not defined YES 

Source: Nenovsky, N & Dimitrova, K (2003), SDIF and World Bank 

A further suggestion regarding the Turkish deposit insurance system 
could be the reduction of the coverage limit to the level of the EU Directive. 

12 LE: Legal Entity 
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fn facr, the EC Directive does not require ar.y re' isivn. as long Js rhe 
coverage limir of n country L'~' llbove the suggesr.:-J tlln\1Unt 1'\,m.::thdcss. 11 
can be argued that the coverage limit in Turk<:-y is -.·0n:'idewb!y hit:her than 
the EU average. when per capit:.t GDP of the country;-,; t.rken inw u.:,.::ou:n. 

With reference w the EU Directive on dept.,!>it IO'?urun.:e. it cJn be 
ac..:epted that some updating i~ necessary. The h:lnTJVr;iz.ttion le\el of the 
deposi1 insurance systems in the Et; \.'\1Untries cannL•t be wn~ide~ed :H 
successful sin.::e there are important diffcren..:es in the fandam<nt.l!s. 0f rheir 
systems. It is argued th~t th.: EU Directivo;; should haw spe.:ifk :md guiding 
principles about the or*nni:zational s.tructur~ and the t\mding 0f rhe ,ystem. 
These t\\o main us~;;:t:; are nitkal for tl hnrmonizcJ •tnd ._.l,mpctirh-e 
banking sector within the EF. 

First of all, introduction of a separate !egal entit) tOr the: m;magemenr uf 
deposit in:;ltran~c systems might prevent the system from poHttcal or 
industri;.ll pressure~. Additionally. some degree of p<hate ownershtp m the 
management would be useful for sustaining independence. The m::in step 
regarding the funding of the system is hnnnonizing the sy:;tems of the fT 
.:cuntrie:> on un ex-ante basis. Est;Jblishment of n permuner.t fund vvi!l 
increase the rrust forth< system Jnd abo \\ill shorten the reimbursement 
period in ca,o;e of a failure. The other pos:.lble ::.uggestlon for the funding 
could beth~ Jntroduction of a risk related premium payment""': stem, 

Fina.Uy. requiring the same coverage limir and .ir.sisting on a .~ingle 

minimum coverag~ standard for all mcntO.:r cou:ltri~s. cannot imprvve the 
harrnomzahon levd of the EV sy;;.tems. Ahhough the coverage limit u:>ed to 
be appropriate for the former f\\'elve member~. \\ ith the .:bunging: profile of 
the member coun!rie~, it al~o requires re' ision. Moreo"er. disregarding the 
revision of the coverage limit for year:o implies thm the inflation<~ry 

pressures anJ changing economic structure o( the EU are not taken into 
consideratmn. Therefor.:-. a review about the cow rage limit would be useful 
for a st:ong and sound protection scheme. A pt>,_..;sible :;uggestion might be to 
arrange a ratio for !.'OWrag.:- limits. depending on the each cmmtry's per 
capita GDP .:~s Garchl. u~ed in her studies. As a o.:onclus:ion. the dyn.trrtic
structure of the El.'" banking sector requires changes in tht: Et: Directi~e" in 
order i\t achieve a competitive single market 
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